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Abstract. We have investigated radiatively and thermally driven self-
consistent bipolar outflows from shocked viscous accretiondisc. We have
found that radiations from the post-shock disc affects the subsonic part of
the jets and mass outflow rate while pre-shock disc affects the only super-
sonic part of the jets.
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1. Introduction

Jets are a common feature of accreting black holes on all massscales from AGNs to
microquasars, but it can only originate from the accretion disc. Detailed observation
of inner core of M87 showed that the jet originates from the inner part of the accre-
tion disc (Junor et al. 1999). The connection between jet states and spectral states of
the disc has been firmly established (Gallo et al. 2003; Fender et al. 2010) for micro-
quasars, and is expected to be similar in AGNs too. Therefore, interaction of the jets
and the radiation from the accretion disc should be studied.While Icke (1989) showed
that the maximum terminal speed of a radiatively driven jet is 0.45c (c, speed of light),
but Fukue et al. (2001) showed particle relativistic jet canbe generated from luminous
slim and ADAF disc. Chattopadhyay and Chakrabarti (2002); Chattopadhyay et al.
(2004); Chattopadhyay (2005) on the other hand showed relativistic jets driven by
radiations from a shocked accretion disc follows the observational correlation of the
jet states and the spectral states of the accretion disc (Gallo et al. 2003). However,
self-consistent thermally driven rotating jets from shocked accretion discs have been
investigated by Chakrabarti (1999); Chattopadhyay and Das(2007); Das and Chat-
topadhyay (2008); Kumar and Chattopadhyay (2013); Kumar etal. (2013). In most
studies of jet acceleration, the generation mechanism is ignored (Icke 1989; Fukue et
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al. 2001; Chattopadhyay and Chakrabarti 2002), however presently, we study the gen-
eration (via shocks) and acceleration (via radiative and thermal driving) mechanism
of the jets simultaneously with the accretion disc solutions, and therefore these jets
are termed ‘self-consistent’. In the section 2, we present equations and assumptions,
in the last section solutions and discussion.

2. Fluid equations of motion and assumptions

We consider axisymmetric viscous accretion disc around equatorial plane in cylin-
drical co-ordinate and it is presented in detail in many literature (Kumar and Chat-
topadhyay 2013, and references therein). Here we consider the same methodology
to compute the jet as described in Kumar and Chattopadhyay (2013) but with the
deposition of radiative moments from the accretion disc onto the jet as shown by
Chattopadhyay and Chakrabarti (2002); Chattopadhyay et al. (2004). We use geo-
metrical units 2G = M = c = 1, whereM is mass of the black hole,G is gravitational
constant. We are not presenting the accretion equations andsolution methodology
for brevity of space. Momentum balance equation of the jet inpresence of radiation
field and correct upto first order in velocity, is given by (Mihalas and Mihalas 1984;
Chattopadhyay and Chakrabarti 2002)
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here,Fr j = σT Fr j/mec,Er j = σT Er j/me, andPr j = σT Pr j/me, where,σT is the
Thompson scattering cross-section,me is the electron mass, andFr j , Er j , Pr j are radia-
tive flux, radiative energy density and radiative pressure,respectively. The first term
in r. h. s of Eq. (1) is the acceleration term, while negative terms are the radiative drag
term. All the terms with the suffix ’j’ represents jet quantities. The pre-shock radiation
is assumed due to only the synchrotron emission. The synchrotron emissivity is due to
the presence of stochastic magnetic field, where the magnetic pressure (pm) is in par-
tial equipartition with the gas pressure (pg), i.e. pm =

B2

8π = βpg; where, 0≤ β ≤ 1.
The analytical expression for synchrotron emissivity is given by Shapiro and Teukol-
sky (1983), and the resulting intensity is,
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where,Θ, ne, h andθps are the pre-shock local dimensionless temperaturekbT/(mec2),
electron number density, disc half height and angle from theaxis of symmetry to the
pre-shock disc surface, respectively. The dependence ofIps on disc radius is through
flow variable likeT andne. This is the dominant emission from the pre-shock disc.
The radiative intensity from the post shock disc isIs = ℓs/As, whereℓs is the post-
shock luminosity in units of Eddington luminosity, andAs is the total surface area
of the post-shock disc. The accretion solutions are parametrized by the grand spe-
cific energyE, the specific angular momentum on the horizonλ0, and the viscosity
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Figure 1. (a) Normalized intensity of pre-shock synchrotron radiation Ips with log(x), (b)
Radiative Moments due to the post-shock discEr j s/K0 (solid),Fr j s/K0 (dotted) andPr j s/K0

(dashed), are plotted withlog(r j), and (c)Er j ps/J0 (solid), Fr j ps/J0 (dotted) andPr j ps/J0

(dashed), the radiative moments from the pre-shock disc areplotted. (d) Total radiative mo-
ments from the entire disc. We plot (e)M and (f) M j with radial distancex and jet streamline
r j in log scale. Arrows show flow directions. And the velocityv j (g), entropy accretion rate
Ṁ j (h), specific energyE j (i), and the temperatureT j (j) of the jet are plotted. Accretion flow
parameters areE = 3.3× 10−3, λ0 = 1.353, α = 0.1. The plots are for constantℓs = 0.1.

parameterα. In Figs. 1a-d, all the plots are generated for a disc characterized by
(E, λ0, α) = (3.5 × 10−3, 1.5435, 0.02), the shock location is atxs = 15.18. The
moments of the radiation field above the accretion disc was calculated before (Chat-
topadhyay and Chakrabarti 2002; Chattopadhyay et al. 2004;Chattopadhyay 2005),
and for the above mentioned approximations, they are given by, Er j =
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, ṁ is the accretion rate in units of Eddington accretion rate,σT is

Thomson scattering cross section,µ is mean molecular weight of the plasma,mp is
the proton mass,me is the electron mass andM⊙ is the solar mass. The pre-shock
radiation depends on the productβṁ2.

3. Accretion-ejection solutions and discussion

In Fig. 1a, we plot the pre-shock intensityIps due to synchrotron cooling as a func-
tion of log(x). In Fig. 1b, we plot post shock radiative moments likeEr j s/K0 (solid),
Fr j s/K0 (dotted) andPr j s/K0 (dashed). In Fig. 1c, we plot pre-shock radiative mo-
mentsEr j ps/J0 (solid),Fr j ps/J0 (dotted) andPr j ps/J0 (dashed). In Fig. 1d, we plot
the combined radiative momentsEr j (solid), Fr j (dotted), andPr j (dashed), which
shows that the moments peaks at two positions above the disc,raising possibility of
multistage acceleration. Moreover, the pre-shock radiation is blocked by the post-
shock puffed up inner disc (Fig. 1c), so the pre-shock radiation interacts with the
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supersonic part of the jet. On closer inspection the net radiative acceleration term
Fr j − v j(Er j +Pr j ), show that it is dependent onv j, and above certainv j this term may
even be negative. However, at larger distances away from thediscEr j ≈ Fr j ≈ Pr j

(Fig. 1b-d), we get the highestv j possible. If the acceleration is closer to the base,
then it would affect the subsonic part of the jet, and would decrease the location of
the jet sonic point, and also increase the mass outflow rateRṁ, which would, in turn,
decrease the accretion shock location. However, if there issignificant acceleration
in the supersonic part due to the pre-shock radiation then only the velocity of the
jet will be affected without consequent increase in inertia of the jet. Since pre and
post shock radiation maximizes at different locations (Figs. 1b, c), so a multistage
acceleration may produce large terminal speed. Fig. 1e-j, we illustrate the effect of
radiation from pre-shock disc (ℓps) on the jet flow variables and keepingℓs = 0.1 con-
stant. In Fig. 1e we plot accretion Mach number (M = v/a) and Fig. 1f, the jet Mach
number(M j) is plotted. We also plot the velocityv j (Fig. 1g),Ṁ j (Fig.1h), specific
energyE j (Fig. 1i), and the temperature ofT j (Fig. 1j) of the jet. Accretion parame-
ters areE = 3.3× 10−3, λ0 = 1.353, α = 0.1 (Figs. 1e-j). Each curve corresponds to
ṁ = 0.1 (solid), 0.2 (dotted), 0.4 (dashed) andβ = 1. Here jet base, shock location, jet
sonic point and mass outflow rate are unaffected by the change in pre-shock radiation.
Supersonic part of the jet is very much affected (Figs. 1e-j).

We can conclude that radiations from the pre and post shock disc participate in
multistage acceleration of the jets. Since radiation from the post-shock disc affect
the jet base and jet critical point, it is effective in acceleration at the initiation, but
acceleration in the supersonic part by the radiations from pre-shock disc generates
jets with really high terminal speed.
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